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BACKGROUND

Reorganization of business processes is
most effective when there is a well un-
derstood model of the existing business,
an evaluation of alternative future mod-
els against the current business, and
when a model-driven approach is used to
realign the business strategy, processes,
and technology. A multilayered, object-
oriented blueprint of the enterprise can
drive the refocusing, realignment, and
reorganization of the business.

Current attempts to implement this
process under the rubric of business
process reengineering (BPR) have led to
failure in 80T. of the attempts, due pri-
marily to soft factors such as lack of
motivation, leadership, and technical ex-
pertise. However, even a potentially suc-
cessful BPR often runs into technology
roadblocks. IEEE estimates there are 10B
lines of existing code in the U.S. that cost
$70B/yr. to maintain [Lerner 1994]. Cur-
rently, 31% of new projects are canceled
before completion, at an estimated cost of
$81B. In addition, 52.7% of projects com-
pleted are 189~o over budget at an addi-
tional cost of $59B [PC Week 1995]. This
“software crisis” is a clear and present
danger to BPR efforts.

Current Limitations of Object Technology

Object technology has been promoted as
the means to resolve the U.S. software
crisis because of its potential to make
possible order-of-magnitude increases in
productivity, flexibility, and scalability of
software systems. The promise of object

technology is predicated on the creation
of reusable, plug-compatible software
components analogous to integrated cir-
cuits in the computer hardware industry.
This has not been achieved in any mean-
ingful way. The “software crisis” has been
replaced by an “object crisis” that can be
expressed as our ineffectiveness at
achieving radical gains in productivity
and reuse, our failure to develop plug-
and-play components, our failure to auto-
mate system development, the limits to
scalability and testability of object sys-
tems, and lack of development of an in-
frastructure to support a component
market.

Component Engineering. A central
issue for the resolution of the “object cri-
sis” is the creation of shareable compo-
nents. This depends upon standards for
component design that completely spec-
ify the messages to which a component
will respond (protocol), the various time
sequences of messages that are sup-
ported (scenarios), and the conditions un-
der which the component must change
its mode of operation or generate side
effects (events).

Reusability of components across ap-
plications in open environments man-
dates that the internals of the component
be hidden from the user. If the compo-
nent supports a required protocol and set
of scenarios, it can be embedded in an
application without regard for its inter-
nals. If an external system can register
for specified events that the component
supports, the internals of a component
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can be a black box and reuse can occur
simply by understanding the component
specification.

The scalability of object systems de-
pends on nesting components of varying
sizes to encapsulate complexity at an ap-
propriate level of detail, The smallest
component needs to be an instance of a
class, an atomic object. A larger compo-
nent must be able to consist of an arbi-
trary number of instances of collaborat-
ing classes that are encapsulated by the
component protocol. It must be possible
to build systems of arbitrary size with
standardized interoperable components
of all levels of granularity. In addition,
the components must interoperate by us-
ing standard message protocols so they
can be easily distributed on a network.

Ensembles. Building on previous liter-
ature on “ensembles” [Love 1993],
Sutherland and McKenna [1994] speci-
fied a named collection of tightly coupled
components with restricted external visi-
bility that performs a limited set of re-
lated functions:

S & M Ensemble (name, components, pro-
tocol, scenarios)

Component (roleName, object, protocol)
Object (class or ensemble)

Protocol (services, events)
Service (name, parameters, return-
Value, errorConditions,

possibleEvents, messageFlow)
Event (name, parameters, cause)

Scenario (name, purpose, messageFlow)
MessageFlow (messages)

Message (receivingObject, service)

The S & M Ensemble can be supported
by automated object-oriented analysis
and design tools that can generate physi-
cal components compliant with emerging
standards, such as Microsoft’s
OLE2/COM, IBMs SOM/DSOM, and
the Object Management Group’s (OMG)
Common Object Request Broker Archi-
tecture (CORBA). In addition, the S & M
Ensemble supports seamless integration
between business process reengineering
techniques and information systems im-
plementation [Jacobson 1995].

Business Object Application Archi-
tecture. The OMG Business Object
Management Special Interest Group

(BOMSIG) is working on an approach to
creating architectures for object-oriented
corporate information systems that could
be widely used in industry [Casanave
1995]. Recently, the ANSI X3H7 Object
Information Management Technical
Committee proposed development of an
Enterprise Object Modeling standard
that would introduce the work of BOM-
SIG into the accredited standards pro-
cess [ANSI 1995].

Business Object Design. Work on
S & M ensembles at Easel will be in-
troduced into the BOMSIG Business
Object Application Architecture as a
means for driving analysis of enterprise
objects into the detailed design phase of
the development process. They can be a
bridge between BPR and implementation
of systems that support reengineered
business processes.

Business Object Implementation.
Business object management tools such
as Easel’s Synchronicity automate the
process of design, coding, and implemen-
tation of enterprise components. These
tools are currently evolving to automate
the assembly of OLE2 or SOM compo-
nents. Currently, about 809% of the code
for a component can be generated from a
graphical object design. Changes in the
source code generated can automatically
reflect design changes. Analysis, design,
documentation, and code for a component
can be packaged, versioned, and stored
in an object repository.

Business Object Repositories.
Large-scale development of object sys-
tems requires workgroup support for de-
sign of business object components, stor-
age and retrieval of in-house components
and those provided by external vendors,
and interoperability of a business object
repository with widespread use of open
client/server tools and heterogeneous
database technology within an enter-
prise. Widespread use of component
architectures and the emergence of a
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component industry requires open repos-
itory architectures that are extendible by
users to support complex objects of any
type.

Current relational technology lacks the
performance and flexibility for support-
ing group design, versioning, archival,
and retrieval of projects, applications,
components, classes, methods, and at-
tribute type definitions. Open reposito-
ries are now under development by Mi-
crosoft, Unisys, and VMARK Software
that support storage of enterprise compo-
nents in widely used postrelational
and/or pure object databases.

Conclusion

Large gains in productivity from use of
object technology are not widespread in
industry today because of the lack of
standard architectures, business object
designs, component implementation, and
repository storage mechanisms. Stan-
dardized design, implementation, and
storage of large-grain object components
is required for reusable plug-and-play
components spanning enterprise-wide
networks of distributed object systems.
The S & M ensemble pattern introduced
into ISO and BOMSIG Business Object
Application Architecture frameworks can
facilitate automated physical implemen-
tation of interoperable components sup-
ported by Microsoft, IBM, and the OMG
standards. The design, documentation,

and code of versioned components will be
stored in industrial strength open reposi-
tories in the 1995–96 time frame.

The current convergence of standards
for architecture, design, and implemen-
tation of interoperable large-grain busi-
ness objects will stimulate the emergence
of a market for software components. It
will facilitate reuse through the ability to
mix and match components from multi-
ple sources. Components will be easily
found through network access to busi-
ness object repositories. This will, in turn,
promote standards-based, model-driven
development and enable automation of
much of the system development process.
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